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What is DAMIR?

**DAMIR is a web-based tool that:**

- Provides enterprise visibility to Acquisition Program Information to include cost, schedule, performance and contract information.
- Includes all MDAP and MAIS programs.
- Allows OSD to perform its oversight role and respond to OMB and Congressional needs.
- Improves data consistency and timeliness of information.
- Enables two-way information flow.
- Promotes net-centric information principles.
- Retires the family of legacy acquisition reporting systems (i.e. Consolidated Acquisition Reporting System (CARS)).
DAMIR Today

DAMIR 3.0 Released in Dec 2007
- Authoritative source for SAR, SAR Baseline and APB data collection
- Full web-services implementation
- Improved analytical capability
- More powerful reporting tool
- Standardized funding formats
- New workflow capability

DAMIR Usage Soars with DAMIR 3.0
- OSD
- Joint Staff
- Services
- OMB
- GAO
- Congress
DAMIR Analytical Tools

- Program View including Charts and Graphs
- Ad Hoc Reports
- Portfolio View (Coming Soon)
Cost and Funding Data

- **Cost Data Includes:**
  - APB, President’s Budget and Current Estimate
  - POM/BES coming soon

- **Level of Detail:**
  - Year by year funding for each appropriation
  - Year by year quantities for each procurement appropriation
  - Procurement WBS includes:
    - Flyaway broken out by Recurring and Non-Recurring Flyaway
    - Support broken out by Other Support and Initial Spares
    - Advance Procurement
  - Cost Variance analysis
  - Unit Cost reporting
Multiple Customizable Earned Value Views
Coming Soon

- Portfolio View
- More standard reports
- Classified DAMIR
- EV Central Repository Interface
- Pulling data from authoritative source (SOA)
- Full automation of DAES Charts
- SAR/President’s Budget Reconciliation
- Lifecycle Sustainment Metrics
- Military Equipment Valuation Integration
## Getting Access to DAMIR

### DAMIR Public Website:
www.acq.osd.mil/DAMIR

### DAMIR e-mail:
damir@osd.mil
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DAMIR Demonstration